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Celestial seasonings tour and tea shop

Heavenly Seasonings 4600 Boulder Sleepy Drive, CO 80301 View map Free Tours Free Samples / Art Gallery Tea Shop M-F 10am-4pm 10am-5pm 10am 10am-5pm Saturday 10am-4pm We're closed on most major holidays, including: Easter, Remembrance Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas (closing at 3
p.m. on Christmas Eve) and New Year's Day (closing at 3 p.m. on New Year's Eve). You have to love a place whose address is on Salty Drive. So no surprise Heavenly Spices offers free tours of its Boulder-based tea production plant. After 13 minutes of introductory video to the history of tea and a close-up view of tea processing, you will
walk through the largest, most modern tea factory in the United States. Highlight: The smell of the mint room - guaranteed to clean your sinuses or money back... Wait, you shouldn't have paid for that tour! Then visit a tea sampling bar with more than 100 teas. Please note that children must be 5 years or older to take part in a factory tour.
Tours run year-round (except holidays) and depart hourly from Monday to Saturday from 10.m am to 4pm.m and on Sunday, 11am.m-3pm.m. 4600 Slimy Drive, Boulder; 303-581-1202. From looking behind the scenes at our advanced manufacturing facility and source strategies to our amazing mint room and heavenly teahouse and
heavenly café, we promise to make every moment watery while you're here! Find out more » With its unique and unique offerings, Heavenly Tea Shop is the perfect place to finish your tour free of charge. Browse our flagship products and souvenirs – including any tea we make. For more information » Join us for a bite in the heavenly café
before or after your tour. The on-site restaurant offers a delightful mix of light dishes and home-cooked favourites with a full café menu and weekly specials. Find out more » Whether you're looking for fine art, fine dining or a nature-soaked retreat, there are things everyone can see and do in Boulder. It's a versatile city packed with the
same kind of energy and charm that makes celestial spices unique. Places to Go » Yes. Bookings are required for any non-family group of 8 or more, or for any group with special needs. Please call 303-581-1266 to make a reservation. Groups with escorts: One lender is required per group up to 8, 2 escorts required for groups of 9-16, 3
escorts required for groups of 17-24, 4 escorts required for groups of 25-45. The maximum number of guests per tour is 45. Groups with 45 or more will need to secure the appropriate number of booking places. Lenders must be at least 18 years old and responsible for ensuring that their group members comply with all applicable policies
and procedures. Groups are required to stay together at all times. Failure to comply with policies and procedures will result in the cancellation of the group's tour. From strolling through neat rows of vineyards to looking at red-red At the farmers market, it's easy to see why the Coloradans are inspiring... Read more bargain hunters rejoice!
Colorado's large outlet malls are awash with amazing deals that call buyers' names. The whole Colorado... READ MORE Colorado is home to some of the world's most spectacular speed drives and roads, which means it also lures cyclists to hundreds... Read more spend a day in Denver enjoying some of the city's finer things — golf,
spa... Read more With a knockout landscape and a deserted spirit heard back to the early days of mining in Colorado, it's no wonder inspiration thrives on... Read more Thanks to its comfortable western environment, winter isn't hurting... Read more things you can do now serving 1.6 billion cups of tea a year, Heavenly Spices is North
America's largest manufacturer of herbal teas. Their tea factory is located in the Gunnpural neighborhood of northeast Boulder. The company, established more than 40 years ago, has only one mission: to provide delicious, high-quality tea that is good for their customers and good for the world. Heavenly Spices is a world-famous tea
factory, with free factory tours throughout the year. The tea shop tastes like tea they make, plus plenty of heavenly swag. On-site dining is available for breakfast and lunch at Celestial Café. Enjoy light and nutritious home-cooked meals. Natural Tea produced in Boulder: Help the whole world loosen up! A heavenly spice tea company in
Boulder. The iconic sleepy tea bear had very modest beginnings. In 1969, a visionary group of knowledgeable entrepreneurs began incorporating natural herbs into a small Boulder barn. People from different people Mo Siegel, John Hay, Peggy Clot and a few others, started collecting herbs in the Boulder Mountains to make their first tea
mix. It was also in the applying years that the herbal tea category was defined, when they started selling herbal teas in hand-stitched muslin bags. The company's name was inspired by one of its founders, Lucinda Zeing. All of their components originate in the forests and between the fields of the region. This soothing blend of hand-
harvested chamomile, mint and lemon trees was sold in 1969 through local health food stores. It now boasts its own health line of eight different strains of sleep time. The idealistic founders of the Celestial Spices were determined to find success, but not at the expense of peaceful and harmonious coexistence with earth. Forty-five years
later, the unique shared vision sustains one of North America's largest specialty tea producers, serving 1.6 billion cups of tea a year, made from more than 100 different ingredients in more than 35 countries. Factory tours on a tour of the Slates Drive factory. Photo: Wally Gobtz Heavenly Spices offers free 45-minute tours of factories
operating hourly and includes a brief introduction of video and a 30-minute walking tour around the factory. Guided tours take you to the work factory, with several times a day. Tours are Monday to Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Every visitor gets the chance to see behind the scenes, everything from
making tea to packing. Go on weekdays to watch the factory while the workers are busiest. If you catch it on a weekday, you'll see the plant in action, air conditioning, packaging and shipping products. Tours are every first morning and are served by guests with bookings required for each non-family group of 8 or more people. See how it
all comes together, from fresh ingredients to finished wonder. Children 5 years and older are allowed to tour the factory. All ages are welcome in the tourist centre. All teas are available for tasting at the sampling bar, and visitors are always welcome to stop and try new blends without touring the facility. While at the property, guests can
enjoy a meal and some great art at Celestial Café, open for breakfast and lunch from Monday to Friday. Other on-site attractions, such as their Mint Room, the multi-heaven garden and tea shop, are also open for daily tours. Located in the Gunbarrel neighborhood of East Boulder, the heavenly café offers doddy breakfast and lunch and
many beautiful works of art. Special seasonings – popular products and heavenly coffee. The Red Singer ® and Sleepytime® were introduced in 1972 and are still among the bestsellers to date. These pioneering blends served as a major role in the company's near-nightly success. Today, Celestial Seasonings produces more than 100
types of tea, whose ingredients originate in 35 countries. Besides the U.S. and Canada, their tea is sold in many countries through their international distributors. Each tea is unique due to different herbal infusions and flowers. Their teas, such as: Rokubos green and black plants have different types: decaf caffeine-free chilli cool brew hot
holiday latte organic teahouse sleepy health zinger and flavors: fruity floral mint rich &amp; Their spicy sweet soil and tea are also being marketed to provide different moods: sleep withdrawal back feel better and rejuvenate and feel yourself waking up to relax and being sold in different forms: a bag in a bottle to concentrate on K-Cup in
such a vast product universe is difficult to isolate from shining stars but some of the more interesting include the large selection of handmade health teas. The well-known seasonal discomfort, daily health, and natural detox drink soothes sore throats, decoder heads, clear sinuses, soothe stomach, ease digestion, detox tissue, encourage
intestines, and support sleep. It's always fun to see the festive line of holiday tea appear on retail shelves in November. Dream apple caramel, sweet harvest pumpkin, gingerbread, and sled sugar cookie ride cover all holiday bases. A new line of shots provide in stimulant combinations of green tea, life, raw Kombucha, B-vitamins,
ginseng, and guerna. 2014 The launch of organic, Fairtrade certified™ tea is sold exclusively on the market from Whole foods®. Carefully selected tea leaves originate from some of the world's best tea gardens in Rwanda, China and India. History of a heavenly sustainability company. The celestial twigs, fused for a purpose, are also
returned to the community by helping various charities and organizations based in Colorado, as well as around the world. Corporate social responsibility remains the fundamental core of the celestial spice mission: doing business the right way by combining high-quality, sustainably produced products with responsible global citizenship.
These ideals are evidence in the natural fibres, biodegradable, compost, and unchlored tea bags that deliberately lack strings, tags, pins, and individual wrapper. Tea boxes use 100% recycled paper, including 35% post-consumer waste. The company's botanical buyers deal directly with farmers and communities that grow the products,
enabling the highest quality ingredients while simultaneously providing economic benefits that remain within the communities. Many of the agricultural partners have provided heavenly spices for decades, acting in accordance with sustainable agricultural practices. The artist behind the art panda box drinks tea. Photography: F Delventhal
We think our boxes are just as important as the good they hold, so we've always created a beautiful packaging decorated with thoughtful and inspiring works of art and words. If you've always wondered who to thank for the beautiful eye candy that's been included on the vibrant tea boxes all these years, much of the gratitude goes to artist
Jerry Lofaro. From his ongoing relationship with heavenly spice tea, LoFaro created the images for over 50 boxes of tea, products, and bins. Now that the holiday is almost over for another year, put on the new slippers, curl up, and cheer your overworked nerves with Boulder's most beloved sleepy bear. Tea shop. Photo: Jaw Tea Boxes.
Photo by Wally Govetz Welcome to Heavenly Spices. Photography: Rexa heavenly seasoning ingredients from all over the world. Sleepy tea. Lemon zinger tea. Address: 4600 Sleepytime Dr, Boulder Phone: 303-581-1202 Website: celestialseasonings.com celestialseasonings.com
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